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Board of Directors
Jefferson Parkway Public Highway Authority
2014 Budget Message and Letter of Transmittal
Chairman Williams and Members of the Board:
I am pleased to present to you the draft 2014 budget for the Jefferson Parkway Public Authority (the
“Authority”), and the estimated 2013 year end statement of revenues and expenditures. Let me take this
opportunity to review our progress in 2013 and proposals for 2014.
Review of 2013 Budget
Our work this year has been two-fold. On the legal front, two environmental groups and the Town of
Superior have appealed the decision of the Federal District Court allowing the transfer of the Rocky Flats
Transportation Corridor to the Authority, which took place on December 31, 2012. Currently the Federal
Appeals Court has scheduled oral arguments for mid-November and a decision is not expected until
January 2014. Legal expenses to the Authority for this appeal process will likely exceed $200,000.
On a more positive note, the City of Golden elected not to join the appeal, and the subsequent agreement
with CDOT for future regional transportation improvements through Golden signed in July has reduced
political and legal risks to the Jefferson Parkway. It appears that Golden will be receiving substantial
funding through CDOT’s RAMP process for a grade separation at US 6 and 19th streets. When
constructed, this will improve regional mobility and provide appropriate mitigation to the Golden
community for future traffic impacts.
The second significant action of the Board this year was to hire Goldman Sachs as the Authority’s
financial advisor (FA). The expertise and institutional knowledge Goldman brings will be invaluable as
the Authority moves forward with its negotiations with Isolux. Another key component in the equation of
the Parkway is to develop a plan of finance that will allow the project to balance operating and debt
expenses during the startup period with anticipated revenues that are projected once the Jefferson
Parkway is an established transportation facility in the out years. One possibility is to utilize state funds
being made available to the High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE) through the State
Department of Transportation’s RAMP program as an interim financing vehicle. CDOT has tentatively
set aside $40 million in RAMP funds in favor of HPTE for future project developments, such as the
Jefferson Parkway. Negotiations between HPTE and the Authority with Goldman as our FA are expected
to begin later this year.
At this point, it is anticipated that the 2013 budget will have an ending fund balance of $21,567. The
Authority is not permitted to “hold” 2013 bills and then pay them in 2014. All current year expenditures
must be assessed against the current budget. Staff will, of course, closely monitor the budget but there

may be unanticipated legal expenses that may necessitate a change in the revised 2013 budget before the
end of the fiscal year.
Proposed 2014 Budget
The 2014 budget is proposed to be $602,500. The cost share to the member jurisdictions is still estimated
to be $200,000 each, leaving the authority with an estimated positive fund balance at the end of 2014 in
the amount of $19,267. This budget assumes that there will be continuing legal costs associated with the
several environmental reviews that are expected to begin in 2014; e.g. the 1601 CDOT process for the
three proposed interchanges. The budget also assumes that we will continue to require the services of
Goldman Sachs as our financial advisor. The budget as proposed does NOT include the costs for legal
work attendant to active negotiations for a pre-concession agreement. Should circumstances look
favorable for active negotiations; staff will seek a supplemental appropriation for that purpose.
The other number not being presented in the proposed 2014 budget is the cost of additional land required
for the Parkway. As the Board is aware, we are in various stages of negotiation with several property
owners for the few parcels still needed for a complete right of way. Pending the conclusion of those
negotiations, it simply is not possible to provide the Board with a realistic number for budgeting
purposes. Instead, I am recommending that each member jurisdiction be prepared to consider
supplemental appropriations throughout the 2014 budget year as each of those negotiations do conclude.
The balance of proposed expenditures in the 2014 budget is routine and associated with the day to day
costs of running the organization.
As the Authority prepares to enter its sixth year of operation, it is appropriate to recognize there is
building momentum to move forward with the Parkway and other regional transportation improvements
that will significantly improve mobility throughout the western Metro region. Presuming that we can
develop an acceptable plan of finance, the next work of the Authority in cooperation with Isolux will be
undertaking several environmental reviews required of the project. Presuming cooperation with the
various regulatory agencies and based on the level of known environmental issues, these should be
completed in the next several years. With a willing and committed partnership with Isolux, I believe it is
possible to have the Parkway open and operating by the end of 2017.
The process of building the Jefferson Parkway is one that includes many interested parties. Over the
past 18 months there has been an ever increasing acknowledgement by many local, regional and state
agencies about the necessity for the Parkway as well as for other regional transportation needs. The
Authority’s members have been very active in this regional discussion.
It has been a privilege to work with the Authority Board and the staff of the member jurisdictions in
continuing to move the Jefferson Parkway forward as the right solution to meeting the needs of western
metro jurisdictions, and ultimately to the benefit of the entire Denver metropolitan area.
Respectfully,

William A. Ray
Interim Executive Director

